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Closed-loop Prevention of Hypotension
in the Heartbeating Brain-dead Porcine Model

Kristian Soltesz, Christopher Sturk, Audrius Paskevicius,
Qiuming Liao, Guangqi Qin, Trygve Sjöberg, and Stig Steen

Abstract— Objective: The purpose of this paper is to demon-
strate feasibility of a novel closed-loop controlled therapy for pre-
vention of hypertension in the heartbeating brain-dead porcine
model. Methods: Dynamic modeling and system identification
were based on in vivo data. A robust controller design was
obtained for the identified models. Disturbance attenuation prop-
erties, and reliability of operation of the resulting control system,
were evaluated in vivo. Results: The control system responded
both predictably and consistently to external disturbances. It
was possible to prevent mean arterial pressure to fall below
a user-specified reference throughout 24 h of completely au-
tonomous operation. Conclusion: Parameter variability in the
identified models confirmed the benefit of closed-loop controlled
administration of the proposed therapy. The evaluated robust
controller was able to mitigate both process uncertainty and
external disturbances. Significance: Prevention of hypertension is
critical to the care of heartbeating brain-dead organ donors. Its
automation would likely increase the fraction of organs suitable
for transplantation from this patient group.

Index Terms—Drug delivery, Medical control systems

I. INTRODUCTION

This work is motivated by the global shortage of donor
organs, suitable for transplantation [1], [2]. Most diseased
organ donors are heartbeating brain-dead (BD) patients, under
intensive care when brain death is diagnosed. International
statistics are published annually by the Council of Europe [2].

The pathophysiology of the BD patient involves an ini-
tial domination of the parasympathetic system, resulting in
bradycardia, followed by a massive sympathetic activity trig-
gered by catecholamines released from the sympathetic nerve
terminals and the adrenal gland. This is referred to as the
autonomic storm, and results in a period of hypertension,
as shown in Figure 1. The hypertension associated with the
catecholamine storm is followed by hypotension, and often
circulatory collapse. If left untreated, adequate perfusion of
organs is lost, resulting in ischemia, which renders the organs
unsuitable for transplantation [3]. A comprehensive summary
of the pathophysiological evolution of the BD patient is found
in [4]. An in vivo porcine study presented in [5], shows
promising results of a novel pharmacological therapy aimed at
achieving hemodynamic stability in BD patients. The therapy
consists of intravenous infusion of a drug cocktail, consist-
ing of noradrenaline (0.02 mg/ml), adrenaline (0.02 mg/ml),
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Figure 1: Hypertension caused by catecholamine storm,
recorded during the study described in Section III.

cocaine (0.02 mg/ml), thyroid hormones T3 (0.006 mg/ml)
and T4 (0.006 mg/ml), anti-diuretic hormone (desmopressin)
(0.72 µg/ml1), and cortisol (6 mg/ml).

In current practice, normotension of BD donors is accom-
plished through administering noradrenaline or other vasocon-
strictors in combination with forced fluid infusion. The latter
significantly increases the risk of lung oedema [4], [6], [7].
However, accomplishing normotension solely through high-
dose administration of noradrenaline is not possible. In the
brain-dead body, the sympathetic nerve terminals absorb the
noradrenaline without releasing it again. Furthermore, high-
dose administration of noradrenaline would decrease renal and
hepar blood flow, thereby decreasing perfusion of the kidneys
and the liver [5]. By co-administering cocaine, which acts
as a monoamine reuptake-1 blocker, it is possible to achieve
normotension with low-dose administration of noradrenaline,
while limiting fluid therapy to cover basic needs [8].

The role of the adrenaline is to prevent bradycardia. Anti-
diuretic hormone, T3, T4, and cortisol are administered to
compensate for the loss of pituitary gland function [5], [8]. In
this paper, closed-loop controlled infusion of the mentioned
cocktail is studied. Mean arterial pressure (MAP) computed
from continuous invasive blood pressure measurement is con-
trolled by means of periodic infusion rate adjustments.

There are several reasons for pursuing robust closed-loop
controlled infusion of the cocktail. Foremost, it removes
the need for intermittent manual infusion rate adjustments.
(Swedish2 recommendations [9], based on [10] and [11],
promote stabilization of BD potential donors for 24 h.) Closed-
loop control enables automatic attenuation of disturbances,

1The mass unit was erroneously reported as being mg in [5].
2The authors are practicing in Sweden. International regulations vary, but

are of similar nature.
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i.e., changes in the MAP, not explained by infusion of the
cocktail, and tracking of a user specified MAP reference.
Furthermore, the closed-loop system can be designed to handle
inter-individual differences in pharmacokinetics and pharma-
codynamics, as well as time varying behavior within a given
individual.

The main novelty of this work lies in that of the application.
Models for response dynamics of the mentioned cocktail,
based on in vivo porcine data, are presented. A robust con-
troller, based on these models, is conceived, and its efficiency
is demonstrated in vivo. The results are discussed, and used
as a basis for suggesting future work.

Although clinical impact is yet limited, closed-loop con-
trolled drug infusion has been studied for several applications.
Most notably, there is an ongoing pursuit of an artificial pan-
creas, with the potential to significantly facilitate the lives of
diabetics. Another application which has received significant
attention from the control community is anesthesia. Reviews
of these two application areas, with a clinical focus, are found
in [12] and [13], respectively.

The literature also contains examples, where regulation of
blood pressure through closed-loop controlled drug infusion
has been attempted for a number of purposes. In the 1990s,
several research groups were pursuing closed-loop controlled
prevention of hypertension to be used foremost in the context
of heart surgery. Two representative examples are found in
[14], [15]. More recently, the idea of using the MAP as
a surrogate measure of analgesic effect, and to guide the
closed-loop administration of synthetic opioids during general
surgical procedures, has been attempted [16], [17]. A third
application area has been the prevention of hypotension during
caesarean section [18]. These and similar studies have had var-
ied outcomes, and to date, there exist no clinically wide-spread
devices or methods for closed-loop controlled hemodynamic
stabilization.

This paper is organized as follows: Equipment and clinical
protocol are described in Section II and Section III, respec-
tively. Drug response modeling and parameter identification is
the topic of Section IV, while controller structure and synthesis
is discussed in Section V. Results are presented in Section VI,
and discussed in Section VII.

II. EQUIPMENT

A schematic drawing of the utilized closed-loop control
system is shown in Figure 2. Actuation is handled by a Care-
fusion Alaris TIVA infusion pump (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ).
Continuous invasive arterial pressure readings were collected
using a DTXPlus blood pressure transducer (Argon Medical,
Plano, TX). The transducer signal was amplified and digitized
using in-housed developed circuitry. Control, hardware com-
munications over RS232 and human-machine-interface (HMI)
were implemented in the Python programming language on a
standard IBM PC, running a Linux operating system. Pump
communication was established by implementing the Alaris
Syringe Pump Communications Protocol [19].

Apart from the experiment-specific equipment, the animals
were connected to a mechanic ventilator, additional invasive
blood pressure monitoring, EEG monitor, and capnograph.
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Figure 2: Block diagram showing the functional components
and signals of the closed-loop control system.

III. PROTOCOL

The conducted study comprised two experiment: one to
obtain modeling data, and one to evaluate closed-loop control
performance. The experiments ran under the approval M174-
15, issued by the Malmö/Lunds Regionala djurförsöksetiska
nämnd regional ethics board (REB). All animals were treated
in compliance with [20], [21].

Both experiments were carried out on anesthetized adult
pigs, placed in supine position. Anesthesia was induced
through intramuscular injection of ketamine (30 mg/kg) and
xylasin (4 mg/kg). Anesthesia, including muscle relaxation
necessary for total ventilator dependency, was maintained
through continuous infusion (10 ml/h) of a saline solution
containing ketamine (25 mg/ml) and rocuronium (5 mg/ml).
Fentanyl (4 µg/ml), midazolam (0.4 mg/kg), and atropine
(0.015 mg/kg) were given intravenously before tracheotomy.

A catheter for blood pressure measurements was inserted
via the right carotid artery into the ascending aorta, and
continuously flushed with heparin.

During the second experiment, the animal was surgically
decapitated through division of the columna between cervical
vertebrae C2 and C3. Homeostasis was achieved by ligation,
diathermia and surgical wax.

The animals were mechanically ventilated, using a tidal
volume of 8 ml/kg and 20 breaths/min, and a positive end-
expiratory pressure of 5 cmH2O (49 kPa). Inspired oxygen
fraction (FiO2) was 0.21.

Basic fluid therapy consisting of continuous Ringer-Glucose
solution (3 ml/kg/h) was administered throughout both exper-
iments.

Nitroglycerin bolus injections (1 mg) were issued during
the closed-loop controlled experiment, in order to evaluate the
response of the control system to sudden blood pressure falls.
In absence of controller response, a 1 mg nitroglycerin bolus
would typically result in a circulatory collapse.

IV. MODELING

There exist no published pharmacokinetic or pharmacody-
namic models for the distribution, metabolism, and action, of
the drug cocktail [5] described in Section I. Consequently,
the first activity in devising a closed-loop control system for
its administration was to obtain such a model. A coarse idea
about the response dynamics of the drug cocktail was available
through the work behind [5], which was in terms guided by the
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Figure 3: Block diagram illustrating the hemodynamic system
to be controlled, P , and the system identified during the first
experiment, G.

well-documented pharmacology of the individual components
of the cocktail (cf. e.g., [22]).

Modeling experiments were performed on an anesthetized
pig, with intact brain and brainstem. Consequently, the dy-
namics to be identified were already under feedback control
by the vasomotor center, as shown in Figure 3. Using the
nomenclature of the Figure 3, the obtained model describes
the feedback system G, whereas the dynamics to be controlled
in the BD model are those of the open-loop P . The rationale
behind identifying G, was that it would demonstrate the feasi-
bility of the experiment and identification procedure, without
the need of the relatively complicated surgical procedure
associated with inducing brain-death, necessary to identify P
directly. If required, it would be straight-forward to repeat the
identification experiment at the beginning of the closed-loop
experiment involving a brain-dead pig, and update controller
parameters accordingly.

The modeling experiment consisted of a series of steps and
impulses (bolus doses). Each input change was issued with the
system in a close to stationary state. Dosing was dimensioned
to keep the MAP in, or close to, the clinically significant range
of 65–100 mmHg, as prescribed by the Swedish guidelines for
the treatment of heartbeating brain-dead potential donors [9].
Outcome of the step and impulse response experiments are
shown in grey in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively.

The shape of the responses, particularity those shown in
Figure 5, have the characteristics of second-order time-delayed
LTI dynamics. Consequently, the model structure

P (s) =
K

(sT + 1)(s↵T + 1)
e�sL (1)

was asserted. Inspired by [23], the ratio between the pole
locations, ↵, was considered fixed. Parameter identification
was performed using the gradient-based method described in
[24]. While DC gain K varied between the identified models,
it was found that the same dynamics (↵, T, L) could explain
the three step responses, whereas an additional parameter set
was sufficient to model the three impulse responses. Identified
parameters for (1) are enlisted in Table I. The corresponding
model responses are shown in black in Figure 4 and Figure 5,
respectively.

It is not unusual that different pharmacokinetic parameters
are used for step (infusion) and impulse (bolus) response
models of the same drug. Examples for two other drugs (which
have also been evaluated in closed-loop control contexts) are
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(c) Response to step from 7 ml/h to 18 ml/h.

Figure 4: Step responses (grey), and responses of identified
models (black).
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(a) Response to 0.5 ml bolus.
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(b) Response to 1.0 ml bolus.
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(c) Response to 1.0 ml bolus.

Figure 5: Impulse responses (grey), to bolus doses issued at
1200 ml/h rate, and responses of identified models (black).
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Time series K T ↵ L

Figure 4a 3.63 40 0.1 60

Figure 4b 3.06 40 0.1 60

Figure 4c 1.17 40 0.1 60

Figure 5a 1.28 80 0.8 15

Figure 5b 1.40 80 0.8 15

Figure 5c 1.64 80 0.8 15

Table I: Table of identified step and impulse response model
parameters for the model structure (1).

found in [25] (propofol), and [26] (insulin). This indicates
that the pharmacokinetics are de facto not LTI, but that the
LTI assumption holds within each dosing regime (bolus or
continuous infusion).

The variation in the DC gain parameter K within both
the step and impulse response models of Table I could be
partially explained by nonlinear pharmacodynamics. Typically,
drugs exhibit a static nonlinear relation between effect site
concentration (explained by the pharmacokinetcs) and clinical
effect. This relation is often modeled by the Hill sigmoid
function, introduced in [27]. The sigmoid effectively divides
the effect site drug concentration into three intervals: two low-
gain saturation intervals for low and high effect site concen-
trations, respectively, and a region of largely linear region in-
between. A full investigation of nonlinear pharmacodynamics
of the drug cocktail would require further experiments. For
our purposes it suffices to account for the observed variation
in K, disregarding its origin.

V. CONTROLLER DESIGN

A. Structure
Many controller types have been evaluated in the context of

closed-loop drug delivery. These range from simple ones, such
the PID (see for example [28]), to more advanced model-based
(MPC) strategies (as in for example [29]). Generally, higher
fidelity models are required to benefit from more advanced
controllers. Relatedly, online estimation of model parameters
can be utilized to increase control performance by adaptive
schemes, as suggested in for example [30], [31], [32].

The design philosophy underlying this work has been to
use as simple models and controller structures as possible,
and (later) only increase complexity if clinically motivated.

Given the uncertainty in the gain parameter K of (1),
the design objective was to obtain a controller with robust
performance over all six parameter sets of Table I. All iden-
tified models have completely damped dynamics. The step
and impulse response models have normalized time delay
⌧step = 0.60 and ⌧impulse = 0.22, respectively. This indicates
that robust PI or PID control are suitable choices for at least
the step response models [33]. Controllers on the form

C(s) = kp + ki
1

s
+ kds, (2)

in series connection with a low-pass filter,

F (s) =
1

(Tfs+ 1)2
, (3)

were considered. The parametrization of (2) allows for arbi-
trary zero placements, while being linear in the parameters.
The second-order filter structure (3) was chosen to ensure
high-frequency roll-off.

B. Synthesis
The design objective was to maximize low-frequency load

(process input) disturbance attenuation, with constraints on
closed-loop robustness. The integrated error (IE), being the
time integral of the error signal e resulting from a unit load
disturbance step, is a commonly used performance index.
The IE has a caveat in that it can attain low values for
oscillatory load responses. For non-oscillatory responses it
coincides with another commonly used performance index,
the integral absolute error (IAE) [33], being the L1-norm of
e. However, the IE has a benefit over the IAE in that it is
inversely proportional to the integral gain, ki, of (2). Our
design objective was therefore chosen to maximize ki, while
the obtained IAE was used to evaluate obtained performance.
Robustness was enforced by simultaneously constraining the
maximal peak of the sensitivity function, S = (1+PCF )�1,
for each of the six considered instanced of P , generated by
Table I. The constraint level was chosen as Ms = 1.5, in
accordance with recommended practice [33]. Parameters of
(2) were optimized by the convex optimization-based method
described in [34], using a logarithmic frequency grid of 1000
points distributed between 10�3 rad/s (effectively zero) and
the Nyquist frequency corresponding to a 1 s sample period.
This sample period was deemed sufficiently short, as it gives
104 samples per arrest time for the step response models, and
159 samples per arrest time for the impulse response models
[33].

C. Noise Attenuation
The time constant Tf of the low-pass filter (3) constitutes a

trade-off between performance and noise sensitivity. In the
total absence of filtering, corresponding to Tf = 0, the
closed-loop noise sensitivity system �CFS has infinite high-
frequency gain, rendering it a poor candidate for experimental
evaluation.

In order to choose an adequate filter time constant, Tf of
(3), a simple noise model, n = y � ȳ, (where ȳ denotes the
mean) was derived, using a 60 s MAP sequence, y, recorded
under stationary conditions. The noise model was used to
drive the noise sensitivity system �CFS to obtain the closed-
loop control signal un, generated by the noise. The maximum
magnitude, kunk1, was used to quantify noise sensitivity.
(Another possible choice would have been the corresponding
signal energy, kunk2.)

The PID parameter optimization was executed for the fil-
tered processes FP , where F of (3) was defined through the
time constant, while P represents the set of models generated
by Table I. The Pareto front between performance (IAE) and
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Figure 6: Pareto front between performance (IAE) and noise
sensitivity (kunk1), generated by varying the time constant Tf

of (3) between 1 s and 15 s. Cross marks the PID controller
evaluated in vivo (black in Figure 7). Circle marks the knee
of the Pareto front, corresponding to Tf = 3.5 s).

Controller
Kp

(ml/h/mmHg)
Ti

(s)
Td

(s)
Tf

(s)

PI (grey) 0.09 44 - 0

Filtered PID (black) 0.14 45 39 7.7

Table II: Controller and filter parameters. Colors in parenthesis
refer to Figure 7.

noise sensitivity (kunk1) shown in Figure 6 was generated
by performing the optimization for Tf ranging 1-15 s. The
knee of the curve, marked with a circle, corresponds to
Tf = 3.5 s. However, the corresponding noise sensitivity,
kunk1 = 0.9 ml/h, was deemed too large, and a filter with
Tf = 7.7 s, marked with a cross, was chosen, yielding
kunk1 = 0.35 ml/h.

D. Parameters and Properties

Since all obtained controllers turned out to have real zeros,
the standard parallel form PID parametrization,

C(s) = Kp

✓
1 +

1

Tis
+ Tds

◆
, (4)

can be employed. It has a benefit over (2) in that the integral
time, Ti, and derivative time, Td, have intuitive interpretations.
Parameters of the considered PI and PID designs are shown
in Table II, assuming the parametrizations of (4) and (3),
respectively. Corresponding sensitivity functions, noise sensi-
tivities (defined as the measurement to control signal transfer,
�CFS), Bode diagrams and (negative) load step responses
for the six considered models are shown in black (PID) and
grey (PI) in Figure 7. Worst case IAE, IE, and kunk1 values
(obtained through simulation) for the considered designs are
shown in Table III. It can be noted that the design was not
influenced by the impulse response models – removing them
from the model batch did not affect the outcome.

In order to compare the filtered PID design with what
is achievable within the family of LTI controllers, a finite-
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(a) Sensitivity magnitude and constraint level Ms = 1.5 (horizontal
solid black).
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(b) Closed-loop noise sensitivity Bode diagrams.
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(c) Simulated closed-loop (negative) load step responses. Black lines
indicate corresponding open-loop responses.

Figure 7: Simulated evaluation of PI (grey), and filtered PID
(black) designs, over the six models generated by Table I.

Controller
IAE

(mmHg·s)
IE

(mmHg·s)
kunk1
(ml/h)

PI (grey) 522 516 0.14

Filtered PID (black) 465 327 0.35

Table III: Load step IAE and IE and noise model induced
kunk1 for controllers presented in Section V. Colors in
parenthesis refer to Figure 7. Reported values are worst cases
over the models set generated by Table I.
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dimensional approximation

Q = KS =
MX

k=1

qk
a

(s+ a)k
, (5)

of the controller K, defined through the Youla parameter Q,
was synthesized for the model presenting the worst case IAE
under filtered PID control (first row of Table I). The sequence
of stable transfer functions in (5) was defined by a = 0.5 rad/s,
and M = 10. These values were heuristically chosen (close
to the bandwidth of the PID controller system, and as large
as possible while avoiding numeric resolution issues, respec-
tively). The coefficients qk were subsequently obtained by
solving a convex program, minimizing the load step IAE,
being the L2-norm of the system P (1 � PQ). In order to
enable a fair comparison, the sensitivity and noise sensitivity
magnitudes were constrained by kSk1 = k1� PQk1  1.5
(as in the filtered PID case) and kQk1  1 (which results in
somewhat poorer noise attenuation than the filtered PID, but
at least prevents the closed-loop from amplifying measure-
ment noise). The optimization was carried out over the same
frequency grid as used for the filtered PID synthesis. Further
details on Youla parametrized synthesis can be found in for
example [35].

The resulting IAE, 358 mmHg·s, was merely 23 % smaller
than that of the filtered PID design, confirming the latter being
a good candidate from the family of LTI controllers. This is
particularly true, when considering the high order of K in (5),
making it numerically ill-suited for implementation.

E. Implementation Aspects

Controllers were implemented using a sample period of
1 s, corresponding to roughly 100 samples per arrest time
of the step response models. Implementation was subject to
a few commonly employed practical modifications. Bumpless
transfer from manual to automatic mode was implemented, as
well as bumpless parameter changes [33]. Bumpless behavior
was achieved by changing the integrator state whenever pa-
rameters were changes or when the controller changed from
manual to automatic mode. The control signal was saturated at
0 ml/h and 15 ml/h, respectively, and integrator anti windup
was achieved through clamping. The upper saturation level
was later increased to 25 ml/h, as explained in Section VI.
The contribution from reference changes was excluded from
the derivative term, to avoid sudden control signal changes
following reference changes. A setpoint weight of zero was
used, to limit overshoots following reference steps. A true
two-degree-of freedom design would possibly allow for further
improved servo control behavior. However, the focus of the
application has been regulatory control, and the subject has
not been further investigated.

VI. RESULTS

Closed-loop controller evaluation was performed in vivo on
one pig. The experiment was divided into two phases. During
the first phase, the pig was anesthetized with intact brain and
brainstem. Subsequently, the pig was surgically decapitated,
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(a) In vivo MAP response (solid, thick), corresponding model output
(dashed), and MAP reference (solid, thin).
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(b) Infusion rate.

Figure 8: PI controlled Response to 1 ml nitroglycerin bolus,
issued at t = 44.

to obtain a heartbeating brain-dead model. The first phase
was implemented to confirm adequate function of the control
system under the circumstances used during the identification
experiment.

A. Intact Brain and Brainstem
The closed-loop experiment was initiated with the PI con-

troller defined by the first row of Table II. Figure 8 (solid)
shows the closed-loop response to a nitroglycerin bolus of
1 mg. Since the effect the bolus would have had in absence
of closed-loop control is unknown, (it depends on the phar-
macokinetics and pharmacodynamics of the nitroglycering) it
is not possible to make a completely fair comparison between
the experimental in vivo disturbance response, and that of the
models of Section IV. However, given the sudden onset, as
seen in Figure 8, and the comparatively slow nitroglycerin
plasma half-life of 1-3 min [22], combined with the absence
of vasomotor center function, we have chosen to compare
the response with the gain adjusted model output generated
by the in vivo infusion profile shown in Figure 8a (dashed).
This is equivalent to asserting that the open-loop effect of the
nitroglycerin bolus would have been a negative step in the
MAP. As seen in Figure 8a, the in vivo and model responses
have similar settling time, overshoot, and overall appearance.
Consequently, the simple PI controller was exchanged for
the filtered PID controller, defined through the third row of
Table II, and the procedure was repeated with the outcome
shown in Figure 9. During this part of the experiment, the
infusion rate saturation of 15 ml/h was reached. It was
manually changed to 25 ml/h during the ongoing experiment,
which explains the flat section followed by a step in Figure 9b.
Again, the in vivo response (solid) and model output (dashed),
showed sufficient resemblance for us to proceed to the second
phase of the experiment.

B. Brain-death
Upon surgical decapitation, the nitroglycerin bolus exper-

iment was repeated three times, to evaluate consistency of
performance. The outcomes are shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 9: PID controlled response to 1 mg nitroglycerin bolus,
issued at t = 55 min.
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Figure 10: PID controlled responses to 1 mg nitroglycerin
boluses, issued at t = 0, corresponding to times 31 min
(dark grey), 36 min (black), and 146 min (light grey) into
the experiment.

Following the disturbance rejection experiments, the body
was left under unattended closed-loop control for 24 h. The
resulting MAP and infusion rate are shown in Figure 11. The
MAP reference was 70 mmHg throughout the experiment, and
the controller managed to keep the MAP above 65 mmHg
during 98.5 % of the the experiment time, and above 60 mmHg
during 100.0 % of the experiment time.

VII. DISCUSSION

The herein presented study has thus constituted a successful
proof of concept. However, the sample size of one limits
statistical significance of further data analysis than what was
presented in Section VI. The fact that the system has func-
tioned reliably without any manual intervention throughout its
first 24 h trial, is a promising fact. In the meanwhile, the results
of Section VI suggest several directions of future work.

A notable shortcoming of the evaluated approach is the lack
of a negative control signal. As shown in Figure 11, there
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Figure 11: Unattended robust PID control during 24 h.

was a prolonged period, between 8-18 h into the experiment,
during which the MAP exceeded the user-specified reference
value of 70 mmHg. This period of relative hypertension was
not caused by the controller, which responded correctly by
halting drug infusion. The same behavior, although far from as
prominent, is seen in the experimental results reported [5], [8].
A negative control signal would also be desirable during the
initial catecholamine storm. During this phase, it could act to
prevent pulmonary oedema caused by a characteristic increase
of systemic vascular resistance (SVR), often accompanied by
a decrease in pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) [4].

A second aspect of future work is further consideration
of variations in the response dynamics. These can be di-
vided into variations over time within a given individual, and
inter-individual variations. As indicated both by the results
of [5], and the closed-loop controlled experiment presented
herein, sensitivity to the cocktail increases over time. As a
consequence, manually controlled infusion was changed from
1.7 ml/h to 0.4 ml/h after 10 h in [5]. Furthermore, the
outcome of step and impulse response experiments presented
in Section IV, suggest that the dynamic evolution of the
responses is invariant, whereas there is a variation in steady
state gain. This is also indicated very clearly by Figure 10.
Consequently, there is potential for online gain estimation,
and corresponding scaling of the controller DC gain, for
example as proposed in [31] for a similar drug infusion control
scenario. Relatedly, it can be noted that the time varying
gain indicated by Figure 10 would require several subsequent
manual infusion rate adjustments in absence of a closed-loop
controller.

As shown in Figure 8a and Figure 9a, the dynamic response
to therapy during the closed-loop experiment was predictable
by the model identified using a different animal in Section IV.
The most notable discrepancy between in vivo and model
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responses is the over-estimation of the delay parameter, L of
(1), indicated by Figure 8a and Figure 9a. Typically, delay
over-estimation results from approximation of higher-order
dynamics [33], and yields more robust PID tuning. If further
studies indicate a larger mismatch, there are two possibilities.
One is to increase controller robustness to encompass all
expected dynamics. A second alternative is to individualize
controller tuning, for instance using the method suggested in
[32].

A first step toward evaluation on human heartbeating brain-
dead organ donors, would be a study comprising cases of
manual administration of the cocktail presented in [5] on
BD patients. This would serve the purposes of validating the
results from the porcine studies, as well as providing modeling
data for possible adjustment of controller tuning.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A method for closed-loop controlled prevention of hy-
potension has been proposed. Feasibility of a robustly tuned
filtered PID controller was confirmed by the outcome of an
in vivo experiment, and in silico comparison with a Youla
parameterized design. The in vivo experiment demonstrated
both adequate disturbance attenuation and long duration (24 h)
reliability of the control system. The benefit of closed-loop
controlled drug administration, over open-loop feed-forward
strategies such as target controlled infusion (TCI), is evident
from the inter-subject variability in sensitivity to the therapy,
as seen in Figure 10.
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